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This is an exciting time in African Diaspora studies, as scholarship increases in 
breadth and depth to engage more extensively – or for the first time – with a dazzling 
array of black communities, histories, cultures, politics, literatures both within and 
without the continent of Africa. This is also a challenging time, as a broader array 
of scholars and scholarly approaches necessarily encounter fundamental differences 
with one another. The heated exchanges that have occurred at recent conferences on 
the African Diaspora, African American studies and Black European studies point 
to the arrival of ›new‹ epistemologies of black subjectivities and collectivities that 
challenge many of the accepted truths of established epistemologies.
Both African American and Africana studies in North America anchor many of 
their understandings and definitions of ›blackness‹ in what could best be called the 
Middle Passage epistemology. Briefly put, this epistemology (which of course has sev-
eral variations depending on the context in which it is framed) points to the Atlantic 
slave trade as the crucial moment that separated blacks in the West from their ances-
tral origins, and then locates all preceding and subsequent events, from the classical 
world to the modern day, in relation to the Middle Passage. In these disciplines, it is 
not the Enlightenment, but the Middle Passage that ushers in the modern age – an 
age rife with paradoxes that Middle Passage epistemologies expertly lay bare. These 
epistemologies emphasize the localized triumphs of blacks over slavery and dis- 
crimination, but there is a catch. These epistemologies are always already cast against 
a backdrop of a postlapsarian existence (with Africa, of course, as the Eden).
As a trope, the Middle Passage announces the long and ugly role the West Euro-
pean nations played in the brutal transportation of human beings from the west 
coast of Africa to European port cities, the Caribbean and North American shores – 
in that order. It emphasizes the false promise of the Enlightenment because the rise 
of parliamentary democracies in Europe was accompanied by a singularly brutal 
disregard for peoples now considered biologically inferior. Understanding itself as 
the most important civilization in the history of the world, white Europeans and 
Americans are eager to signal events such as the Enlightenment, the American 
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Revolution and the French Revolution as earth-shattering ones that became bea- 
cons of democracy for the rest of the world. With the trope of the Middle Passage, 
those beacons become darkened or at least not so bright for all the millions of black 
 bodies passing in front of them on their way to a short life of crushing labor their 
white owners were loath to undertake.
Yet the Middle Passage begins to lose significance when looking at Black Europe, 
as the vast majority of Africans and peoples of African descent in Europe did not 
arrive through the Middle Passage. Their origins and histories, in fact, are excep- 
tionally varied but, I would argue, can best be understood as the result of colo- 
nialism and, even more significantly, World War II.
World War II has always been a popular trope for right and left-wing politicians 
in the United States, has now seen its invocation increase exponentially in not only 
Bush administration justifications for various crimes against humanity, but also in 
European discourses seeking to justify racist acts of violence and enactments of 
laws aimed at ejecting their non-white compatriots from the same legal, social and 
political protections mainly enjoyed by wealthy whites, but also a majority of Euro- 
peans.
In both European and American mass media documentaries geared towards 
mainstream audiences, leftist and rightist political speeches and school board 
approved junior high and high school textbooks, World War II is shaped and 
deployed in three central ways: 1) although a ›world war‹, the frame is largely if not 
entirely local, focusing on white European populations and militaries; 2) although 
Japanese imperialism, Hitler’s National Socialism and Mussolini’s fascism retain key 
differences from one another, they are boiled down to ›fascism‹ and left vaguely 
defined as totalitarianism plus death camps; 3) the Allied Powers are conversely pro-
duced as anti-fascist, and therefore anti-racist, and therefore their victory is both 
moral and total. I want to argue that these particular manipulations of the war are 
not the harmless effects of nostalgia and innocent chauvinism but, when circulated 
unchallenged, enable a revisionist history of Europe and western civilization that 
returns us to the same type of racist beliefs and theories supposedly destroyed by 
1945 – and, in its effects, is not so terribly different from the hate speech we sup-
posedly deplore when it comes out of the mouth of a Le Pen, Fortuyn, a Bush (take 
your pick), or a Haider. This discourse is not unknown in academic circles: some of 
the more educated academics who analyze and critique discourses of war embrace 
parts of or all of this mythology. World War II becomes a trope in which its origin 
is World War I and Europe’s use of its colonized troops to fight battles both within 
and without the European theatre becomes erased – after all, who wants to imagine 
the Allies as brutal oppressors in their own right? In Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the 
Memory of the World Wars George L. Mosse, after exposing many myths of war and 
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wartime in Europe, does some memory reshaping himself in a chapter entitled »The 
Brutalization of German Politics«:
In the aftermath of the First World War, the Myth of the War Experience 
had given the conflict a new dimension as a means of national and personal 
regeneration. The continuation of wartime attitudes into peace furthered a 
certain brutalization of politics, a heightened indifference to human life. It 
was not only the continued visibility and high status of the military in nations 
like Germany which encouraged a certain ruthlessness but, above all, an atti-
tude of mind derived from the war and the acceptance of war itself. […] 
England and France, the victorious nations, where the transition from war to 
peace had been relatively smooth, were able to keep the process of brutaliza-
tion largely, if not entirely, under control. Those nations like Germany which 
were not so fortunate saw a new ruthlessness invade their politics.1
For Mosse, the World Wars are limited to Europe, for at no point in his book does 
Mosse ever mention battles outside the European theatre (or explain why he limits 
his arena of research to Europe). The brutalization of politics and indifference to 
human life is ›new‹ for Europeans, and indeed, Mosse produces an image of prewar 
Europe that is blissfully pastoral, interrupted only by ›safe wars‹ that never harmed 
civilian populations. It is simply stunning (and a little bit scary) that a scholar as edu-
cated and celebrated as Mosse would, in a book published in 1990, blithely erase the 
brutality practiced by Europeans in their colonies, on their local black populations, 
and in their use of their colonial troops as cannon fodder in all three theatres of war 
(Atlantic, Pacific and Mediterranean).
Mosse also indulges another crucial fantasy about World War II and Europe 
when he argues that the end of war signaled a gentle transition into peacetime when, 
in the ensuing decades, the Allies were forced to deal with their crumbling power in 
the colonies, their empires collapsing and their colonial soldiers and other refugees 
from their brutal regimes now seeking to enjoy some of the wealth and freedom 
their exploitation had afforded Europe despite the destruction of war. Tony Judt’s 
recent 800-page tome, Postwar: A History of Europe since 1945 offers a welcome cor-
rective, noting some of the ways that the loss of colonies radically shifted postwar 
powers and politics and that:
At the close of the Second World War, the peoples of Western Europe – who 
were hard put to govern or feed themselves – continued to rule much of 
the non-European world. This unseemly paradox, whose implications were 
not lost on indigenous elites in the European colonies, had perverse con-
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sequences. To many in Britain, France or the Netherlands, their countries’ 
colonies and imperial holdings in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and the 
Americas were balm for the suffering and humiliations of the war in Europe; 
they had  demonstrated their material value in that war as vital national 
resources. Without access to the far-flung territory, supplies and men that 
come with colonies, the British and French especially would have been at an 
even greater disadvantage in their struggle with Germany and Japan than 
they already were.2
Far earlier than Judt, Black European discourses have long understood the impor-
tance of World War II to their own epistemologies, framing the war not unlike the 
way African Americans have framed the Middle Passage: to explain their presence 
in the West, their ›right‹ to be there, and to argue that the racist European beliefs and 
practices that ultimately caused their arrival is alive and well, still seeking to both 
exploit and deny their presence. Since the publication of Farbe bekennen, Afro-Ger-
man literary and non-fiction discourses have framed their contemporary presence 
through World War I and World War II.3 Black British literary and non-fiction dis-
courses are most often framed in line with or in contradistinction to the »Windrush 
narrative«, which argues that contemporary Black British identities are formed by 
the arrival of the ›first‹ black Caribbean immigrants after World War II – signifi-
cantly pointing to the fact that many of these men had fought for the Allies and have 
thus won the right to claim the privileges supposedly enjoyed by all white Britons.4
Here I must note that the same does not hold true for France, where differences 
between different types of black immigrants – whether they are DOM-TOM (départe-
ments d’outre-mer- territoires d’outre-mer) or from former African colonies or born 
and raised in Europe – arise quite frequently on issues of race, racism and belonging 
not to mention religion, colonial histories, etc. Nor does it hold true for the United 
States, where World War II plays an exceptionally central role in America’s self-
imagining as the self-abnegating savior of Western civilization. Dubbed the »great-
est generation« by a popular white American news anchor, those who served the 
war machine in some capacity are automatically accorded heroic status and racially 
white washed: as Clarence Lusane notes in Hitler’s Black Victims, a documentary 
celebrating African American veterans from the war was so intensely vilified by for-
mer white American vets that the station refused to show the piece ever again.
In their forthcoming books Sable Hands and National Arms: Toward a Theory 
of the African American Literature of War and Private Politics and Public Voices: 
Black Women’s Activism From World War I to the New Deal Jennifer James and Nikki 
Brown respectively direct us towards new and productive ways of engaging with 
the African Diaspora via African American studies.5 James challenges us to ask why 
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World War II receives so little attention in African American studies and episte-
mologies given its profound effect on our postwar lives. Her answer (which I will not 
reveal – buy the book!), forces us to consider the problematic aspects of using war as 
a central trope in a black epistemology.
Whether acknowledged or not, ideologies of gender and sexuality also shape 
and manipulate Black Studies epistemologies. As Natasha Tinsley’s keynote address 
at Northwestern University in 2006 noted, when these ideologies are ignored, the 
trope of the Middle Passage becomes a metaphor for the emasculation of the black 
heterosexual male, a ›lost‹ heteropatriarchal African utopia to which all peoples of 
African descent must return – at least ideologically – to avoid »race suicide«.6 It is 
not coincidental that the icons of black strength and pride are almost always male 
and straight (W.E.B. Du Bois, C.L.R. James, George Padmore, Malcolm X, Huey 
Newton, Léopold Senghor, Kwame Nkrumah) whereas the women are often praised 
for their passivity – we praise Rosa Parks for sitting down, Harriet Jacobs for hiding 
in an attic. Angela Davis and Winnie Mandela, once celebrated as faithful Penelopes, 
have since dropped out of mainstream favor.
When war becomes a trope for black epistemologies, it is inevitable that the 
exceptionally heterosexist nationalistic rhetoric in which it is commonly narrated –
male agents fighting for control over passive feminine bodies – will also shape that 
epistemology if left uninterrogated. Indeed, what makes the forthcoming publica-
tion of Nikki Brown’s book so exceptional and welcome is that it is one of the few 
devoted to the experiences of black women during wartime – and I say one of the 
few because even though I have been unable to find any other such volume, one can 
never say for sure whether one is the ›first‹.
I would argue that this is because the issue of agency is also paramount in a 
wartime trope – although I would argue that the effects are ambivalent. In contrast 
to the Middle Passage, which tends to cast blacks as abject victims of an omniscient, 
omnipotent white agency (the fact that the slave catchers and traders on the Afri-
can coast were largely black, not white, is often elided in black and white Western 
 epistemologies), the trope of World War II allows blacks – at least black men – to 
produce themselves within a masculine cast as fighters for freedom. In other words, 
in bringing in this discourse, there is little to stop a simple ›blackening‹ of the current 
heteropatriarchal discourse on World War II (and the few books chronicling black 
fighters in the war tend to produce exactly this frame). On a more metaphorical 
level, the use of World War II in Black British and Afro-German discourses can fall 
into a very heteropatriarchal structure. Andrea Levy’s latest novel Small Island uses 
the archetype of the black male ›entering‹ the white English female as a noble soldier 
sworn to protect her and impregnating her with the next (biracial, and therefore 
a perfect amalgamation!) generation. In a similar vein, Hans J. Massaquoi’s auto-
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biography focuses heavily on his successful penetration of white German women 
(whom he claims consider him superior to his Aryan counterparts), his later mas-
tery of Cameroonian women (who, unlike their earlier white female counterparts, 
remain nameless blanket fodder) and abruptly finishes with his induction into the 
U.S. Armed Forces and the transferring of his white German mother to the United 
States. In other words, we will be in desperate need of gender and sexual critiques 
to avoid retrenching black epistemologies into the fight to recover a lost African 
heterosexual manhood.
Nor should we assume that the myth of a homogenous fascism – that is synony-
mous with anti-black racism – will automatically be subverted by the deployment 
of World War II in ›Middle Passage‹ epistemologies. This is perhaps where Paul 
Gilroy’s argument in Against Race is most troubling (and ahistorical): his invocation 
of ›fascism‹ is exactly the way in which it is increasingly being invoked by the Euro-
pean Union to disguise and deny so many horrid racist crimes of the past, present 
and future.7 If we do as Gilroy enjoins and label any and all minority ideologies that 
embrace an essentialist notion of race ›fascist‹, we are allowing the Western inven-
tion of blackness and our long history of subverting that invention to disappear. 
Blackness becomes sucked into the false claim of World War II, eradicating ›fas-
cism‹ and therefore racism. We need to take a page from Gilroy and return to World 
War II, but not under the liberal humanist re-signification of that conflict now so 
popular among European governments. Instead, we need to return to that era and 
maintain the striking difference between fascisms and racisms, pointing out, as Tina 
M. Campt has (Other Germans), that black men served in Hitler’s SA, that the Allies, 
the ›good guys‹ treated white German POW’s (prisoners of war) better than their 
own black servicemen. This was not a conflict between Western democracies and 
totalitarian regimes, but a conflict between nations long embroiled in oppressing, 
exploiting and liquidating other minorities – and justifying it.
It is not as if the study of World War II is the panacea to all of our ›ills‹: hetero-
patriarchy, nationalism, liberal humanism (black or white) – it can easily be used to 
propagate these ideas, and has been. Yet as more scholars – from undergraduates 
to full professors – seek to integrate their own interests, projects, departments or 
disciplines with African Diaspora studies, the Second World War as a shaping trope 
offers a far broader and more immediate set of connections than the Middle Passage 
and allows us to explore a variety of black identities that intersect as they differ.
I want to conclude with a brief exegesis of what I would consider a useful model 
for the insertion of World War II in Middle Passage epistemologies. In his collec-
tion of essays Notes of a Native Son (1955), James Baldwin pursues the changing and 
hypostatic nature of American identities (black and white men) in the postwar years, 
tellingly using the trope of the Middle Passage (most obviously evoked in the famous 
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phrase »many thousands gone«) as a faint but ever present shadow, causing shame 
and embarrassment – a reminder of its unpopularity as a positive trope before Black 
Nationalism. Yet it is not as if the postwar years offer an ›answer‹ to this question of 
identity, as Baldwin puts it in one piece – it is simply the juxtaposition of race and 
space that endlessly poses this.
In one of his most striking essays, »Encounter on the Seine: Black Meets Brown«, 
he gives us the image of an African American and a French African flanked by the 
Eiffel Tower, and in doing so neatly evokes and provokes the question of difference in 
the African Diaspora and the central role played by Europe. Here, France exists both 
as an anti-fascist and colonialist power, one defeated by Aryans and ›liberated‹ with 
the help of its own African colonial troops as well as African American ones. The 
two black men (and, I should note, this essay, like almost all in the collection, fails 
miserably in the arena of gender) are both subjects and objects because the forces 
that brought them there testify both to their vulnerability and their resolute strength. 
While prone to disastrous stereotyping, Baldwin nonetheless dares to pursue this 
complex intersection of diasporic epistemologies in ways we have rarely seen since:
The [American] Negro is forced to say »Yes« to many a difficult question, 
and yet to deny the conclusion to which his answers seem to point. His past, 
he now realizes, has not been simply a series of ropes and bonfires and humi-
liations, but something vastly more complex, which, as he thinks painfully, 
»It was much worse that that,« was also, he irrationally feels, something much 
better. As it is useless to excoriate his countrymen, it is galling now to be 
pitied as a victim, to accept this ready sympathy which is limited only by its 
failure to accept him as an American. He finds himself involved, in another 
language, in the same old battle: the battle for his own identity. To accept the 
reality of his being an American becomes a matter involving his integrity 
and his greatest hopes, for only by accepting this reality can he hope to make 
articulate to himself or to others the uniqueness of his experience, and to set 
free the spirit so long anonymous and caged.
The ambivalence of his status is thrown into relief by his encounters with the 
Negro students from France’s colonies who live in Paris. The French African 
comes from a region and a way of life which – at least from the American 
point of view – is exceedingly primitive, and where exploitation takes more 
naked forms. In Paris, the African Negro’s status, conspicuous and subtly 
inconvenient, is that of a colonial; and he leads here the intangibly precarious 
life of someone abruptly and recently uprooted. His bitterness is unlike that 
of his American kinsman in that it is not so treacherously likely to be turned 
against himself. He has, not so very many miles away, a homeland to which 
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his relationship, no less than his responsibility, is overwhelmingly clear: His 
country must be given – or it must seize – its freedom. This bitter ambition 
is shared by his fellow colonials, with whom he has a common language, and 
whom he has no wish to avoid; without whose sustenance, indeed, he would 
be almost altogether lost in Paris. They live in groups together, in the same 
neighborhoods, in students hotels and under conditions which cannot fail to 
impress the American as almost unendurable.
Yet what the American is seeing is not simply the poverty of the student but 
the enormous gap between the European and American standards of living. 
All of the students in the Latin Quarter live in ageless, sinister-looking hotel; 
they are all forced continually to choose between cigarettes and cheese at 
lunch.8
From the product of »ropes and bonfires and humiliations«, Baldwin transforms 
his abject African American into »the American« who acts not unlike a naïve millio-
naire upon spotting the Latin Quarter, summing up the many contradictions that go 
into the African American identity, and here Baldwin summons up the largest and 
most painfully enraging – to be both the continuing victim of a slavocracy and the 
beneficiary of it. He does this, significantly, through epistemologies, creating each of 
his characters through his understanding of their histories, that which now makes 
them »Negro«.
I would argue that here Baldwin inserts World War II in the form of the postwar 
era, and what he has achieved is stunning. We are given two singularly different 
types of blackness triangulated through a cultural industrial marker of modernity: 
the Eiffel Tower, a large phallic symbol of steel created in part to symbolize France’s 
new industrial might. It is a symbol, then, of French (white) masculine potency; 
literally, however, the Tower is black, which inevitably interpellates the two black 
men who, in turn, interpellate the Tower by flanking it. In a later essay in the col-
lection entitled »Stranger in the Village«, Baldwin famously noted that the lack of 
black people in the remote Swiss village he visited is a sign of their primitive sta-
tus, thus suggesting, in a neat reversal of Hegel, that blackness is actually a sign of 
progress and modernity. If we further consider what allowed France to achieve the 
stupendous output of steel that allowed something such as Eiffel’s Tower to be built, 
we must remember that Western civilization achieved industrial overdevelopment 
after it had forced tens of millions of slaves to labor for it, and after it had started to 
extrapolate and exploit the natural – and already developed (European colonizers 
conquered civilizations, not jungle) – resources of its colonies.
Even though we in Western civilization consider ourselves, by nature, to be a 
democratic people – indeed, we mark the supposed superiority of our civilization 
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through its supposed commitment to universal human suffrage – we still teach 
›Great Man‹ history and use its despotic rhetoric in everyday discourse. We say that 
 »Cheops built the pyramids«, or »Donald Trump built the Trump Tower«, when in 
fact neither man did any such thing. All great industrial and architectural pro jects 
require intelligent labor: you cannot have one man, much less ten or one  hundred, 
with all the knowledge required to build something that requires the labor of 
 hundreds if not thousands of bodies: logistically speaking, it is simply not possible. 
While I am not claiming that therefore every slave/laborer is a distinguished archi-
tect, I am arguing against the myth of one great brain leading thousands of brainless 
 bodies. Slavery in the West and colonialism there and elsewhere required intelligent 
labor, and it is this intelligent labor – first in the millions of blacks imported into 
the West, later and now with a broad variety of formerly colonized peoples – that 
was crucial to Western overdevelopment not to mention the Allied victory in World 
War II.
The presence of the French colonial soldier and the African American flanked 
by the Eiffel Tower brings forth this complex history and points to an even more 
complex present. World War II, after all, brought blacks together in ways that both 
blacks and non-black scholars in the West often choose to ignore: black soldiers, 
whether coerced or voluntarily (assuming one could distinguish between the two!) 
fought for American, French, British, Italian and German armies. They fought with 
one another and against one another in all three theatres of war. Their presence then 
explains their presence at the Eiffel Tower and their presence now, intersecting with 
one another through different types of history, their exploitation, denigration and 
festishization linking them and keeping them apart. Baldwin wrote about the savage 
racism he witnessed directed against Algerians in Paris even as these same French 
people celebrated African American modernity in the music of Miles Davis and the 
novels of Chester Himes. For the French, ›their‹ Africans and African Arabs were 
and are atavistic exemplars of black inferiority even as Miles and Chester were and 
are symbolic of black American artistic and intellectual achievement.
It is this complex catalog of different histories that require African American 
studies, Africana studies and Black European studies to engage with one another – 
we intersect too much to ignore one another, but we are often juxtaposed in our 
respective histories (and many of us, of course, especially new generations, have 
several of these histories as blacks from different parts of the Diaspora create new 
families, allegiances and collectives all over the world). While not the only beacon, 
World War II does shed a very illuminating light on these histories that the Middle 
Passage cannot and, equally importantly, necessarily ›updates‹ our understanding 
of the world we live in. The current exchange of words, missiles, bombs and bod-
ies is continuously wrapped in World War II tropes. President Bush claims we are 
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under siege by Islamofascists while Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad com-
plains to the United Nations that the »victors of World War II« now rule the Security 
Council, keeping check on everyone except themselves.9 Africans and peoples of 
African descent are of course part of all these discourses – we are again fighting on 
all sides of this battle. We are postwar blacks, and we might as well engage with our 
postwar blackness: it is, after all, engaging with us.
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